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The American Crucible: Slavery, Emancipation and Human Rights. Robin 
Blackburn. London: Verso, 2011. x + 498 pp. (Cloth US$ 34.95)

In the 1980s and 1990s Robin Blackburn published two landmark studies 
of American slavery that dealt respectively with its rise and demise. In this 
new book, he revisits these subjects and loosely links them, in a brief epi-
logue, to the emergence of the idea of human rights. Besides synthesizing 
the two earlier syntheses, American Crucible extends their coverage beyond 
1850 to incorporate slave emancipation in the United States, Cuba, and Bra-
zil, drawing on a wealth of recent scholarship on slavery from ancient times 
onward. Blackburn delimits three eras in the New World history of slavery. 
Omitting the ephemeral but significant flourishing of the sugar plantation 
in sixteenth-century Hispaniola, he describes a “baroque” or “household” 
period focused on precious metals that lasted until around 1650. A colonial, 
mercantilist phase followed, centered on sugar and tobacco, which gave 
way after 1800 to a final, industrial phase based on cotton and coffee. By 
then, most slaves lived in postcolonial states where slaves were a minor-
ity but slaveholding was widespread. American slavery, he argues, fed off 
the growth of European wage labor and a shift to mass market, low-price 
commerce. Slavery, in turn, promoted industrialization by providing capi-
tal, markets, and raw materials, and by encouraging a consumerism driven 
by “craving for exotic luxuries” (p. 17) that encouraged workers to submit to 
productivity-boosting work regimes.

The challenge to slavery, too, came in three phases. First, an antislavery 
critique developed into a movement under the influence of the Industrial 
and American revolutions, but was stifled by the conservative reaction to 
the French Revolution. There followed the “Haitian pivot,” to which Black-
burn devotes a hundred pages, that led on to the “age of abolition,” which 
occupies nearly half of the book. Lightly mocking the “latent virtue” (p. 26) 
interpretations that make Protestantism, patriotism, or capitalism the key 
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factor in ending slavery, Blackburn lays greatest emphasis on political cri-
ses, slave resistance, and class struggle.

This choice is most convincing in the case of the French emancipations 
of 1793-94. Slave resistance is rightly given pride of place, but the impor-
tance of the outbreak of war in 1793 (another necessary but insufficient 
cause) is in my view understated, as is the contribution of abolitionist 
Léger Sonthonax relative to that of Toussaint Louverture (Geggus 2010). 
Marred by minor errors, the Haitian Revolution section looks rather hastily 
written. The insurgent leader Jean Pierrot is confused with future presi-
dent Louis Pierrot, the white Pierre Garnot with mulâtre Jean-Baptiste 
Mills, Denmark Vesey with Gabriel Prosser, and (very stable) Antigua with 
(revolutionary) Grenada. Toussaint Louverture’s (second) wife was not a 
slaveowner but a slave, and she hardly became “a public figure” (p. 208). 
Non-white militia officers did not become more numerous after 1770; they 
disappeared. The British did not lose 40,000 troops in Saint Domingue; 
they sent barely 27,000 there. And they did not free slaves and enlist them, 
but rather enlisted slaves offering eventual freedom. The May 15 law con-
cerned children of free parents, not parents born on French soil. The Pla-
tons rebellion occurred ten months after the great northern uprising, not 
eight months before it. No journalists or lawyers signed Haiti’s declaration 
of independence.

Concerned that revisionist critiques of Haiti’s revolution exaggerate its 
violence, Blackburn leans in the other direction, and barely alludes to events 
like the War of the South. Contesting the surely incontestable description 
of the postindependence massacres as “quasi-genocidal” (p. 212)—they 
were intended to eliminate the remaining French—he justifiably stresses 
the comparable crimes Europeans had committed during the revolution, 
but seeks to downplay the numbers involved and then veers off course 
mixing up the country’s two declarations of independence, one deceptive, 
the other bloodcurdling. Although neither of these documents mentions 
rights, Blackburn insists that the Haitian Revolution “radicalized the rights 
of man” (pp. 197, 200). It did so, however, only in the sense of extending to 
the colonies slave emancipation and racial equality (which were achieved 
in France independently of colonial events). Other rights fared badly in the 
colonies. The regimes of Louverture, Jean-Jacques Dessalines, and Henry 
Christophe were built on forced labor, dictatorial power, and suppression 
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of Vodou, not political, economic, and religious freedom (Geggus 2012). This 
is surely why Robert Palmer largely (though not “entirely” [p. 176]) omitted 
Haiti from The Age of the Democratic Revolution.

American Crucible extends earlier arguments about Haiti’s contribu-
tion to ending slavery elsewhere. Besides inspiring slavery’s opponents, 
strengthening fear of slave resistance, and providing aid to Simón Bolívar, 
it “became an element” in the Confederate states’ decision to secede 
(p. 248). The widespread role of free colored abolitionists is also empha-
sized; so is the way that “racial democracy” worked to limit their threat 
in Latin America. Emancipation was gradual or small-scale in the Span-
ish American republics but it was important, Blackburn argues, because it 
preempted an expansion of slavery there during the era of free trade and 
because the Mexican lands annexed by the United States helped fuel the 
free soil debate that led to the Civil War. In Cuba, Brazil, and the United 
States, the slave system was so valuable that governments could not afford 
to pay compensation for its abolition. Slaves in the United States bene-
fited least from emancipation owing to the Jim Crow regime that followed. 
(Perhaps also because the material conditions of slavery had been better 
there?) Yet in the late nineteenth century freedmen everywhere encoun-
tered worsening racial exclusion, to which paternalist abolitionists fre-
quently accommodated.

In fourteen chapters, Blackburn lays out a vast panorama of devel-
opment over four centuries that is studded with surprising details and 
insightful comparisons. The analysis is sophisticated, the writing fluent, 
and the breadth of learning extraordinary. Although the slave trade statis-
tics deployed are somewhat outdated, the bibliographical coverage seems 
in general remarkably current. As in much recent work, the treatment of 
Haiti, I feel, errs toward apologetics and celebration, but many will doubt-
less disagree. The post-1850 section, Blackburn tells us, is but a “scouting 
expedition” offering “tentative interpretations” (p. 25). Fortunately, there 
is more to come.
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